
Introduction

The House of the Seven Gables ESL lesson plan provides a unique opportunity for

students to explore American literature and history while improving their English

language skills. This lesson plan is designed to engage students in discussions

about themes, characters, and settings from Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel. By

integrating language learning with literary analysis, students will develop their

vocabulary, reading comprehension, and critical thinking abilities. The House of the

Seven Gables offers rich content for language learners to explore while honing their

English skills.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Gable
The triangular part of a wall that is enclosed between the sloping portions of

a roof.

Pyncheon
The surname of the aristocratic family around whom the story revolves in

The House of the Seven Gables.

Maule's

Curse

A supernatural element in the novel, believed to bring misfortune upon the

Pyncheon family.

Inheritance
Goods, property, or money received from an ancestor or relative upon their

death.

Archaic
Language characterized by old-fashioned words and expressions that are no

longer in general use.

Contextual Usage



1. The gable of the house was adorned with intricate woodwork.

2. The Pyncheon family had resided in their ancestral home for generations.

3. Many characters believe that Maule's curse is responsible for their misfortunes.

4. The inheritance left by Colonel Pyncheon caused great excitement and rivalry

within the family.

5. Nathaniel Hawthorne's use of archaic language adds a sense of timelessness to

his writing.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the lesson on The House of the Seven Gables, start with a fun warm-up

activity that involves describing a mysterious old house. Begin by showing students

a picture of an old, eerie-looking house and ask them to describe what they see.

Encourage them to use descriptive words and phrases related to architecture, age,

and atmosphere. This activity will not only pique students' interest in the theme of

the lesson but also prompt them to start thinking about key elements that are often

associated with the setting of Nathaniel Hawthorne's novel.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Descriptive Writing

Guide students to choose a scene from The House of the Seven Gables and

describe it using vivid vocabulary related to the senses, emotions, and setting.

Encourage them to work in pairs or small groups to discuss their choices and help

each other expand their descriptive language.

Listening Exercise: Character Analysis Through

Audio



Play short audio clips of characters' dialogues from the novel. After listening, have

students discuss the characters' personalities, motivations, and emotions based on

what they heard. This activity fosters listening comprehension while delving into

literary analysis.

Roleplay: Historical Context Exploration

Assign each student a role representing a character or profession relevant to the

time period of The House of the Seven Gables (e.g., aristocrat, servant, judge).

Conduct a roleplay session where students interact based on the social norms

depicted in the novel. This hands-on exercise offers insight into historical context

while promoting speaking skills.

Reading and Writing Task: Symbolism

Scavenger Hunt

Provide a list of symbols present in The House of the Seven Gables (e.g., house,

garden, Maule's curse) and ask students to locate instances where these symbols

appear throughout specific passages in the novel. Then have them write reflective

pieces discussing the symbolic significance of these elements within the story. This

activity reinforces reading comprehension and encourages critical thinking.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with researching the historical background of

the setting of The House of the Seven Gables. They are to prepare a short

presentation or written report detailing the societal norms, architecture, and

overarching events that influenced life during that period. Furthermore, students

should select a character from the novel and write a journal entry from their

perspective, expressing their thoughts and emotions about a key event in the story.

These assignments aim to solidify comprehension of both historical context and

character dynamics within the novel.



Conclusion

Lesson Summary

Throughout this lesson, students delved into the rich tapestry of The House of the

Seven Gables, honing their language skills while exploring themes, characters, and

historical contexts within Nathaniel Hawthorne's classic novel. They engaged in

activities that bolstered their vocabulary, listening comprehension, analytical

thinking, and expressive abilities.

Reflective Engagement

As students reflect on this lesson, they recognize how analyzing literature enhances

their language development. By dissecting characters' dialogues and motivations or

interpreting symbolic elements within the narrative, they not only improve their

grasp of English but also cultivate a deeper understanding of storytelling

techniques. These skills are transferable to real-world communication and critical

analysis in various aspects of language learning.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Enhanced Language Skills

Studying The House of the Seven Gables not only expands vocabulary related to

historical and literary concepts but also strengthens listening, speaking, reading,

and writing skills through the exploration of complex themes and character

dynamics.



Cultural Understanding

This topic offers a gateway for ESL learners to delve into American literature,

history, and societal norms, fostering cultural awareness while broadening their

knowledge of different time periods and traditions.


